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Dominance hierarchy in groups of cultured fish is thought to be related, among other factors, with the difference of size 
and feed access. In this experiment the influence of two stocking densities (5 and  50 PCA, percentage of covered area) as 
well as feeding point and times on overall fish activity and feeding behaviour of an heterogeneous sole (Solea senegalensis) 
population, was determined. Fish were placed in a rectangular tank made of transparent methacrylate, (100x40x15 cm3 long, 
wide, deep) with water inlet and outlet placed at both sides of the longitudinal axis of the tank. Fish size distribution was 
determined for both densities from two homogeneous populations of small and large fish to achieve a high heterogeneity 
of sizes (standard length, 14.71+4.04 cm in 5 PCA and 13.81+3.82 cm in 50 PCA). Fish were fed during two feeding times 
(21.30h and 00.00h; feeding ratio 1% of total biomass).Two feeding points were set: one close to the water outlet (FA) in 
one lateral of the tank and the other in the middle point at the opposite lateral (FB). Sequences of 20 minutes (comprising 
the interval before, during and after feeding) were recorded at night time with a video camera for 8 consecutive nights per 
density using three feeding strategies (FA, FB, and FA+FB; 3, 3,and 2 nights respectively). Fish behaviour like resting and 
swimming activity, overall fish position in tank, and response to feed administration were observed. 

A higher swimming activity was observed for 50 PCA treatment. In both treatments and all feeding strategies, smaller 
fish were the first ones to access the feeding area and presented higher swimming activity than larger fish, which normally 
preferred to wait near to the water inlet of the tank. Between densities, the faster response to feeding for both sizes and 
both feeding times occurs at the higher density. Between feeding times, a high activity and fish dispersion overall the tank 
was observed at second feeding time in both densities. No preferred feeding point was distinguished comparing the three 
feeding strategies (Table 1)

Generally, this study indicates that an heterogeneous size population promotes a faster reaction of small sized fish to feed 
administration and a wider spatial distribution at the tank bottom than the larger fish. 

Recorded sequences are being analysed trough an specific image analysis software to quantify activity level, determine 
trajectories and establish velocities for a group of fish in each case.

TABLE 1: Qualitative behavioural patterns of sole by direct observation.
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